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The Prosecutor v. Ferdinandh'uhimana, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Hassun Ngeze, Case No. ICTR-99-52-A 8a~~b;r /A 
1. The Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Prosecution of 
Persons Responsible for Genocide and Other Serious Violations of International 
Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of Rwanda and Rwandan Citizens 
Responsible for Genocide and Other Such Violations Committed in the Territory of 
Neighbouring States Between 1 January and 31 December 1994 (the "Appeals Chamber" and 
the "Tribunal" respectively) is seized of a Motion by Ferdinand Nahimana (the "Appellant"), 
"Requite aux fins de communication d'ilt!ments de preuve disculputoires et d'investigntions 
sur I'origine et le contenu de lapiice u conviction P 105" (the "Motion"), filed confidentially 
on 10 April 2006.' The Appeals Chamber is not persuaded as to why the Motion should be 
classified as confidential, because it does not refer to protected witnesses, and the Appellant 
has not submitted any argument for such level of classification. Consequently, the Motion 
and this Decision should be public. 

2. The Prosecutor filed his Response on 18 April 2006.~ The Appellant did not reply 
thereto. 

1. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

3 On 20 March 2002, during the presentation of the Prosecution case before the Trial 
Chamber, the Prosecutor tendered into evidence the recording of an interview granted by the 
Appellant on 24 April 1994 to a journalist of Radio Rwanda and broadcast on 25 April 1994. 
The said recording was admitted by the Trial Chamber as Exhibit ~ 1 0 5 . ~  The Appeals 
Chamber also notes that seven copies of this audio tape were disclosed to the Accused in this 
case on 14 June 2001.~ 

4. On 13 May 2003, the Appellant requested a stay of trial proceedings because he had 
been unable to obtain from Rwanda, in particular, documents and sound recordings of 
broadcasts and speeches to enable him to make his case.5 By Decision of 5 June 2003,~ the 

' The -4ppeals Chamber notes that the amended version of the Motion filed on 10 April 2006 superseded the 
previous version filed on 7 April 2006 ("Proof of service", 10 April 2006). 
' "Prosecutor's Response to the Appellant Yahimana's 'RequZte aux fins rle comntunication d'diments de 
preuve rlisculpatoires et d'invesrigations sur lhriginc et le contenu de la piece a conviction P 105"', 
18 April 2006 ("the Response"). 

Exhibit PlO5: "FOUR TAPES Nos. 0271, AV1933, AVi942 and 1044". This exhibit was provisionally 
admitted on 11 March 2002 during the testimony of Witness Kaiser Rizvi, a Prosecution investigator. It 
contains. in particular, Cassette No. AVl933, KO1491 17-KO1491 19, from which Exhibit P10512A is a transcript 
in Kinyarwanda. The Appellant's interview is on page 24 of that trarlscript. Exhibit P10512B contains the 
English uanslation of an extract from the transcript referred to above, relating to the Appellant's interview 
(T.11 March 2002, p. 91; T. 20 March2002, p. 162-164. 187, 189 (FV); see i n t a ,  para. 11). 
' "Disclosure of Witnesses' Statements, Audio-Cassette and Video-Cassette", 22 January 2001, "Proof of 
service", 14 June 2001. 

The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand A'ahirnana et a/., Case Yo. ICTR-99-52-T, Skeleton Argument for Defence 
Application to Stay Proceedings, 8 May 2003; The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nuhimana et a/.,  Case 
No. ICTR-99-52-T, Motion to Stay the Proceedings in the Trial of Ferdinand Nahimana, 13 May 2003. 
"he Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nuhimana et al., Case No. ICTR-99-52-T, Decision on the Motion to Stay the 
Proceedings in the Trial of Ferdinand Nahimana, 5 June 2003 ("Decision of 5 June 2003"). 
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Trial Chamber dismissed this request because it was not persuaded that the Accused's rights 
to a fair trial had been breached through lack of cooperation from the Rwandan a~thori t ies .~ 
The Appellant did not appeal this Decision. 

5 .  On 3 December 2003, the Trial Chamber rendered its Judgement in this case.8 The 
Appellant appealed the Judgement and filed his Notice of Appeal on 4 May 2004 and his 
Appeal Brief on 27 September 2004.~ The Appeals Chamber notes that in his Appeal Brief, 
the Appellant challenges the admiss~b~lity of Exhibit P105 because of its incomplete nature." 
T h ~ s  Decision does not pre-empt subsequent assessment of these submissions by the Appeals 
Chamber during its del~berat~ons of the merits. 

11. DISCUSSION 

Submissions of the parties 

6. The Appellant submits that, notwithstanding his many objections during the trial, he 
failed to obtain both an integral copy of the interview corresponding to Exhibit P105 
( ~ ~ 1 9 3 3 ) "  and the Prosecutor's explanations relating to "[the incomplete version of the 
recording of this interview obtained from RF'F  archive^]".'^ He adds that the production of 
the full version of this recording "[will be such as to rebut one of the material assertions by 
the Judges as to the Appellant's criminal intent, and confirm the Appellant's constant and 
unequivocal position [ .  . .] that only the RPF-Inkotanyi may be considered as the enemy of the 
people of ~wanda]" . '~  In other words, the Trial Chamber allegedly committed an error of fact 
in finding that "[the Appellant harboured some confusion between the RF'F-Inkotanyi and the 
Tutsi community as a whole]"." He adds that the integral copy of the interview "[will also be 
such as to strengthen and holster the credibility and consistency of the Appellant's 
testimony]" before the trial chamber.'' 

7 Decision of 5 June 2003, para. 19. Tbe Trial Chamber emphasised in particular that the Appellant was alluding 
to a large amount of documenta~y material I...: to which he wanted to have access without providing sufficiently 
specific identification of the items and their relevancy, and pointed out that his request to the Rwandan 
authorities for cooperation was tantamount to requesting the authorities to locate and identify the documents in 
question (Ibid, para. 12). Lastly, the Chamber recalled the effo~ts made by the Trial Chamber to help him obtain 
the documents ( h i d ,  paras. 14 and 17). 
8 Tile Prosecutor v. Ferrilnund Nainhimunrr et al., Case No. ICTR-99-52-7, Judgement and Sentence, 
3 December 2003 ("Judgement"). 
"'liotice of Appeal", 4 May 2004 ("Lotice of Appeal"); "Appeal Brief (Revised)", 27 September 2004 
(confidential version) and 1 October 2004 (public version) ("Appeal Brief"). 
10 Appeal Brief, paras. 120, 121, 132.135, 148_ 276-279. 
1 1  h?otion, paras. 2, 5-8. The Appellant refers in particular to the hearings of 27 March, 24 September and 
14 October 2002, the transcripts of which are attached herewith in Annexes 2 to 4. 
" Ibid., para. 8. 
" Ibid., para. 18. 
I 4  Ibid., para. 19. 
I 5  Ibid., para. 20. 
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7. The Appellant also contends that "[since he was not informed in time about the 
purpose of the evidence, the Defence did not, in the course of the trial, have the necessary 
time to conduct such investigations, which, in any case, would have met with obstructions 
from the Rwandan auth~rities]".'~ Consequently, it is "[in the higher interest of j~stice]"'~ 
that he is requesting the Appeals Chamber to enjoin the Prosecutor to explain the incomplete 
nature of the interview, and to order the Rwandan authorities to forward to the Registry of the 
Tribunal the full version of the recording of the aforementioned interview, pursuant to Article 
28 of the Statute of the Tribunal (the "Statute") and Rules 54 and 107 of the Rules of 
Procedure and Evidence (the "Rules"). l 8  

8. The Prosecutor submits that the Motion is inappropriate and lacks merit.I9 He 
ernphasises that the Appellant, as from the month of January 2001, knew that the recording 
was incomplete, but failed to take any measure to seek the relief he is now seeking from the 
Appeals Chamber, up to the filing of the present Motion, which the Prosecutor thinks is 
be~ated.~' He also contends that the fact that Exhibit PI05 (AV/933) does not correspond to 
the full interview was known during the triaL2' He contends that the Office of the Prosecutor 
had already disclosed the explanations requested by the  ellant ant" and points out in this 
connection that during the presentation of the Prosecution case, Witnesses Kaiser Rizvi, 
Prosecution investigator, and Mathias Ruzindana, expert, in their testimonies provided 
information on the manner in which the recording of the interview had been obtained as well 
as on their incomplete nature.23 He further contends that the Prosecution adduced the 
evidence that it had in its possession.24 

9. In any event, for the Prosecutor, the Appellant has not demonstrated what impact any 
further explanations from the Office of the Prosecutor would have had on the findings of the 
Trial Chamber regarding that br~adcast.~'  In this regard, the Prosecutor notes that, in his 
testimony, the Appellant referred to the incomplete nature of the recording, described the 
content of the rest of the interview, and also made submissions in this connection in his 
Closing ~r ie f .~"~onse~ue~r t l~ ,  the Trial Clzan~ber was informed of the alleged simificance of 
the full interview when it rendered judgement by exercising its discretion to determine the 
proper weight to accord to this evidence. The Prosecutor submits that producing the full 

m e w  ;rt the c u r e n t r  ge of proceedings will not affect the Trial Chamber's factual 
findings.27 

l b Ibid., para. 26. 
1: Ibid., paras. 14,2 1 .  
'* Ibid., para. 17 and p. 6. 
I" Response, para. 3. 
'"bid., paras. 3-4, 14. 
? '  Ibid., paras. 7- 1 1. 
'2 Ibid., paras. 3,9.  
" Ibid., paras. 5-8. 
'' Ibid., paras. 3, 9. 
2s Tbid., para. 9. 
'' Ibid.. para. 10. 
" Ibid., para. 1 1 .  
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10. The Prosecutor argues that the Appellant is improperly seeking the assistance of the 
Appeals Chamber to conduct further investigations without addressing the test applicable in 
such circumstances, or showinu that a miscarriage of justice will be committed if the further 
investigations are not funded." The Prosecutor further contends that the Appellant does not 
demonstrate that he could not have obtained the full interview on his own by exercising due 
diligence, or that his efforts were unsuccessful, or even that the whole interview exists in 
~wanda.~"astl~, the Prosecutor submits that the A pellant's suggestion that the tape was - P deliberately abbreviated is unfounded and scurrilous.' 

Deliberations 

11. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Appellant is first of all requesting it to order the 
Prosecutor to explain the incomplete nature of the recording of the interview. However, the 
Appeals Chamber points out that during the presentation of the Prosecution case, Witness 
Kaiser Rizvi, an investigator at the Office of the Prosecutor, explained precisely how the 
recording had been obtained. He indicated having recorded this tape with his colleagues at 
the secretariat of RPF archives. On that occasion, they reproduced 259 of the 263 tapes 
preserved at the said secretariat and dated from December 1993 ending to the end of 
broadcasts from Radio Rwanda in April 1994." Since the Trial Chamber took into account 
the fact that Prosecution Expert Witness Ruzindana would give details on the content of the 
broadcast when he testified, it provisionally admitted the impugned recording.32 On 
27 March 2002, Mr. Ruzindana was cross-examined by Counsel for the Appellant on the 
incomplete nature of the recording. He indicated that he was not in a position to give further 
details on the circumstances of the recording of the tape, and regretted its incomplete 
nature.33 The Appeals Chamber further notes that the Prosecutor restates these explanations 
in his Consolidated Respondent's ~rief,?%s well as in his ~ e s ~ o n s e . ~ "  

'' Ibid., paras. 3, 17. 
"Ibid., paras. 13, 15, 18-19. 
30 Ibid.? para. 12. 
3 1 T. 11 March 2002, pp. 81-83, 87. The Appeals Chamber notes that the figure 273 is mentioned in the 
transcript of the hearing in French. However, since the hearing was conducted in English, the Appeals Chamber 
considers the English version referring to 263 tapes authoritative (T. 11 March 2002, p. 83). 
'' T. 11 March 2002, p. 91: "So the tapes will be provisionally admitted, as we've learned from the Prosecutor 
that she intends to call supplementary evidence in relation to these four tapes." 
* ?  

" T, 27 March 2002, pp. 158-161: "1 have already indicated that we do not know exactly or precisely how these 
tapes were recorded, and it isn't clear that this person was necessarily trying to record Mr. Nahirnana's speech, 
which is why even the beginning of the tape is not Kahimana's speech -- it is something else. [...]I am not the 
one who recorded the tape -- it's just sad we do not have the full recording of everything." 
"~onsol idated Respondent's Brief, 22 November 2005, paras. 1 10- 1 12,342-343. 
3s Response, paras. 5-9. 
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68(B) of the Rules states clearly that the Prosecutor's obligation to disclose 

exculpatory evidence is subject to his being in possession of such evidence.36 ~owwever, in the 
light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Prosecutor sufficiently explained 
the manner in which the recording of the interview was obtained as well as its incomplete 
nature, and pointed out that this was the only version in his possession. The Appellant's 
request for the Appeals Chamber to order the Prosecutor to explain the incomplete nature of 
the recording of the interview and to include it in the case-file cannot therefore stand. 

13. As to the Appellant's request to order the Rwandan authorities to forward to the 
Tribunal the fill1 version of the interview in question, the Appeals Chamber recalls that a 
similar request had been the subject of a rulinz by the Trial chamber.'? The Appeals 
Chamber notes in the first place that, contrary to the Prosecutor's s~brnission,3~ and 
regardless of the title of the Motion, the Appellant does not make his request as part of an 
additional investigation by the Defence for the purpose of adducing additional evidence under 
Rule 115 of the Rules, which is the only means allowed by the practice in the Appeals 
Chamber for approval of investigations at the appeal stagea3% reality, he bases his Motion 
on Rules 54 and 107 of the Rules which empower the Appeals Chamber to issue orders 
"necessary for the purposes of an investigation or for the preparation or conduct of the trial". 
In this regard, it should be recalled that the Appeals Chamber would only grant a motion to 
issue such an order if the moving party shows a legitimate judicial reason to this effect.'' In 
fact, the Appeals Chamber has the discretion to determine whether the applicant "succeeded 
in rnki11~  ihc ~ ~ ~ u i r c ;  ~ ~ g ,  this discretion being necessary to ensure that the compulsive 
mechanism 1.. .] is not ab~sed".~'  

-- - 
36 see, e.g., Juvt;nalKajelijeli v. The Prosecutor, Case. No. ICTR-98-44-A, Judgement, 23 May 2005, para. 262; 
Proseculor v. Tihotnir BlaSkiC, Case No. IT-95-14-A, Appeal Judgement, 29 July 2004, para. 268; Prosecutor v. 
Tihornir BlaSkik, Case No. IT-95-14-A, Decision on the Appellant's Motions for the Production of Material, 
Suspension or Extension of the Briefing Schedule, and Additional Filings, 26 September 2000, paras. 3 1,40. 
'' Decision of 5 June 2003, paras. 7-17. See s ~ ~ p r a ,  para. 4. 
38 Response, para. 17. 
39 The Appeals Chamber has reiterated on several occasions in this case that investigations should be carried out 
at the pre-hearing stage or a t  the trial stage - see e.g. Decision on Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Motions for 
Approval of Further Investigations on Specific Information Relating to the Additional Evidence of Potential 
Witnesses, 20 June 2006, footnote 6; Confidential Decision on Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Six Motions for 
Admission of Additional Evidence on Appeal andfor Further Investigation at the Appeal Stage, 23 February 
2006, para. 5; Decision on Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Extremely Urgent Motion for Leave to Appoint an 
Investigator, 4 October 2005, p. 4; Decision on Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Motion for the Approval of the 
Investigation at the Appeal Stage, 3 May 2005, p. 3; Decision on Appellant Ferdinand Nahimma's Motion for 
Assistance from the Registrar in the Appeals Phase, 3 May 2005, para. 2. 
"' The Prosecutor v. Joseph Nzirorera et nl., Case No. ICTR-98-44-1, Decision on Defence Motion for an Order 
to the Prosecution Witnesses to Produce, at their Appearance, their Diaries and other Written Materials f ~ o m  
1992 to 1994 and their Statements made before the Rwandan Judicial Authorities, 24 November 2003, para. 6;  
Prosecutor v. Radisluv Krstie, Case No. IT-98-33-A, Decision on Application for Subpoenas, 1 July 2003 
("Krstii Appeal Judgement"), para. 10. 
4 I Prosecutor v. Sefer Hulilovik, Case No. IT-01-48-AR73, Decision on the Issuance of Subpoenas, 
21 June 2004? para. 6; Prosecutor v. Brdanin and Tali6 Case Iio. IT-99-36-AR73.9, Decision on Interlocutory 
Appeal, 11 December 2002, para. 3 1. 
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14. In some cases, once the difficulties encountered by the Defence have been brought to 
the attention of the appropriate Chamber, the Prosecutor may, in pursuance of his duty to 
assist the Tribunal to establish the truth and to render justice to the accused,42 use his own 
resources and powers to facilitate the task of obtaining the necessary information." However, 
the obligation incumbent upon the Defence to inform the Chamber that it cannot obtain the 
necessary cooperation from State authorities constitutes the first step in exercising the 
required due diligence." The Appeals Chamber notes that the Appellant has not exercised 
such due diligence in the instant case at the current stage of proceedings. 

15. Thus, it is up to the Appellant to take his own steps to obtain exculpatory evidence 
that is not in the Prosecutor's possession and to demonstrate that even after exercising due 
diligence, he has not succeeded in obtaining the recording in question." However, in his 
Motion, the Appellant merely states that his investigations "[would have met with obstruction 

'' Prosecutor's Regulation No. 2 (1999), Standards of Professional Conduct for Prosecution Counsel, 
14 September 1999, para. 2.h). 
" Krstid Appeal Judgement, para. 13. 
" Ibid., para. 11. 
'' Ibid., paras. 5, 9-10; see, by analogy, The Prosecutor v. Augnstin Biiimungu eet al., Case No. ICTR-00-56-T, 
Decision on Nzuwonemeye's Request entitled Request of Cooperation from the Kingdom of Belgium pursuant 
to Article 28 of the Statute, 7 June 2006, para. 6; The Prosecutor v. l7zioneste Bagosoru el al., Case 
No. ICTR-98-41-T, Decision on Request to the Kingdom of the Netherlands for Cooperation and Assistance, 
7 February 2005, para. 5; The Prosecutor 11. Anrlri Rwamakuba et al., Case No. ICTR-98-44-T, Decision on 
Defence Motions: Request for Certification to Appeal Rulings Disallowing Cross-Examination on Prior 
Inconsistent Statements and Motion for a Request to the State of Rwanda for Assistance in Accessing and 
Obtaining Documents in Court Dossiers, 4 February 2004, para. 18; The Prosecutor v. Aloys Simba, Case 
Yo. ICTR-01-76-T, Decision on the Defence Request for the Cooperation of Rwandan Government pursuant to 
Art~cle 28, 28 October 2004, paras. 3-5: The Prosecutor v. Aloys Simba, Case No. ICTR-01-76-T, Decision on 
Defence Motion to Obtain Judicial Records pursuant to Rule 68,4 October 2004, para. 11. 
'The Appeals Chamber notes further that Rule 54bis (A) of the Rules of the International Tribunal for the 
Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the 
Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991 ("ICTY") specifies the elements which must be identified by the 
party requesting the issuance to a State of an order to produce documents or information; the conditions are 
obligatory and cumulative. Hence, the party shall "(i) identify as far as possible the documents or information to 
which the application relates; (ii) indicate how they are relevant to any matter in issue before the Judge or Trial 
Chamber and necessary for a fair determination of that matter; and (iii) explain the steps that have been taken by 
the applicant to secure the State's assistance". See Pmsecutor v. Slobodan MloSevii, Case No. IT-02-54-T, 
Decision [co~$tdenrial] on Applications of Prosecution and Serbia and Montenegro pursuant to Rule 54 bis, 
9 March 2006, para. 13; Prosecutor v. Milan :Lfiiutinovii. et a / ,  Case h'o. IT-99-37-PT, Decision on Application 
of Dragoljnb Ojdanic for Binding Orders Pursuant to Rule 54bir_ 23 March 2005, pp. 3-8; Prosecrrtor v Durio 
Kordid and ,Wu:urio Cerkez, Case KO. IT-95-1412-4, Decision [confidential] on Application for Binding Order to 
Bosnia and Herzegovina and to the Federation of Bosnia Herzegovina and for Access to Evidentiary Material 
Currently in the Possession of the Prosecution, 15 November 2001_ p. 6; see also Prosecutor v. Tihomir Blaikid, 
Case No. IT-95-14-ARlOSbis, Judgement on the Request of the Republic of Croatia for Review of the Decision 
of Trial Chamber I1 of 18 July 1997, 29 October 1997, para. 32. 
The Appeals Chamber notes that the same tests were applied by the Trial Chambers of the Tribunal in respect of 
motions pursuant to Article 28 of the Statute. See, The Prosecutor v. Edounrrl Karen~era ei al., Case 
No. ICTR-98-44-T, Decision on Motions for Order for Production of Documents by the Government of Rwanda 
and for Consequential Orders, 13 February 2006, par. 7-8; The Prosecutor v. Edouard Karemera et al., Case 
Ko. ICTR-98-44-PT, Decision on Joseph Nzirorera's Motion for a Request for Governmental Cooperation, 
19 April 2005, paras. 6-9. 
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from the Rwandan au th~r i t i e s l "~~  and does not provide anv information on the concrete 
measures he undertook in this direct~on since the commencement of his appeal process. He 
also does not provide any evidence of lack of cooperation from the Rwandan authorities with 
regard to access to the archives that may contain the recording being sought. Accordingly, the 
Appellant's request to the effect that the Appeals Chamber should order the Rwandan 
authorit~es to forward the full version of the interview to the Registry of the Tribunal must be 
dismissed. 

111. RULING 

16. For these reasons, the Appeals Chamber DENIES the Motion in its entirety. 
Done in French and English, the French text being authoritative. 

Done at The Hague, The Netherlands, on 12 September 2006 

Fausto Pocar 
President of the Appeals Chamber 

[Seal of the Tribunal] 
, 11. . 1 1': ,, 

16 Motion, para. 16 (emphasis added). 
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